In magnetoelectric multiferroics, where magnetisation and electrical polarisation are strongly coupled[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4], there is potential for application as capacitors, transducers and actuators[@b5], and in magnetic data storage and spintronic devices[@b6]. Coupled ferroelectric and ferromagnetic orders provide additional possibilities for device design, such as magnetic control of ferroelectric polarisation (and vice versa), or the development of 4-state resistive memory[@b7]. Ferroelectric photovoltaics are an emerging area of interest as, unlike traditional semiconductor p-n junctions, photovoltages in ferroelectrics are not limited by their band gap[@b8].

Oxides with the ABO~3~ perovskite structure are remarkably capable in accomodating defects, owing to their high dielectric constants and structural stability. While a small deviation from the 1:1:3 stoichiometric ratio produces point defects, larger deviations can lead to extended (planar) defect formation. Non-conservative crystallographic shear planes can account for oxygen deficiency[@b9][@b10] in A*~n~*B*~n~*O~3*n*−2~, while the Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) homologous series A*~n~*~+1~B*~n~*O~3*n*+1~ has extra AO planes[@b11]. The unit cell of the RP phase consists in the *z*-direction of *n* ABO~3~ layers, a planar stacking fault \[*a*/2, *b*/2, *d*\] (where ), another *n* ABO~3~ layers and a second stacking fault. The epitaxial growth of strained RP phases can result in novel phases where *n* can be used to tune functional properties. For instance, ferroelectricity has been reported in the RP series Sr*~n~*~+1~Ti*~n~*O~3*n*+1~ only when *n* ≥ 4 and under tensile biaxial strain[@b12]. Conversely, out-of-phase boundaries (e.g. antiphase boundaries), where adjacent regions are offset by a fraction of a unit cell[@b13], may be detrimental to long-range ferroic order.

Room temperature multiferroics are relatively rare, as common mechanisms for ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism are mutually exclusive: ferroelectricity generally requires empty d-orbitals, while ferromagnetic ordering often needs partial d-orbital occupancy[@b14]. Bismuth ferrite (BiFeO~3~) is one of the few room temperature multiferroics, and as such has been studied extensively[@b15]. Recently, PbTi~1−*x*~Fe*~x~*O~3−*δ*~ has been reported to be multiferroic at room temperature[@b16]. PbTiO~3~ is a displacive ferroelectric[@b17] that exhibits a tetragonal bulk phase with space group P4mm[@b18][@b19]. Ferroelectric polarisation arises from the displacement of Ti^4+^ ions with respect to the surrounding oxygens. The partial substitution of Fe on the B site allows magnetism to be induced, but causes a reduction in the tetragonal distortion *c*/*a* and a concommitant decrease in the remnant polarization[@b18][@b20][@b21][@b22]. Similar to other multiferroics the use of thin films[@b23] and nanoparticles[@b20][@b21][@b24] may enhance ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism in comparison to the bulk phase. Negligible leakage current and unsaturated ferroelectric hysteresis loops have been reported for thin films[@b25]. Evidence of magneto-electric coupling in PTFO has been observed with electrically written domains visible in magnetic force microscopy images[@b23].

In this article we report a study of the structural, optical and vibrational properties of compressively strained thin films of the Ruddlesden-Popper phase Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ grown on LaAlO~3~ substrates. A structural characterization via X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) demonstrates the spontaneous formation of a Ruddlesden-Popper superstructure with , with a complex microstructure that exhibits a modulated atomic density in the growth direction. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to determine the films\' stoichiometry and chemical environments. The simultaneous Raman and infrared activity of phonon modes, along with the observation of second harmonic generation, identify a polar point group compatible with ferroelectricity. The dielectric function was extracted from the far-infrared to the UV using THz time-domain spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and UV-visible ellipsometry.

Results
=======

Structure and composition
-------------------------

Thin films of PTFO with nominal thicknesses of 100 nm, 200 nm and 300 nm were deposited on (001) LaAlO~3~ (LAO) by pulsed laser deposition (see Methods), and are referred to herein as PTFO-100, PTFO-200 and PTFO-300. High-resolution 2*θ* − *ω* X-ray diffraction scans were taken to examine the crystal structure of the films. In [Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} the pseudocubic (002) peak of the LaAlO~3~ substrate (space group , a = 3.789Å, *α* = 90.12°)[@b26] is visible at 2*θ* = 48°. For each film a sequence of diffraction peaks at lower 2*θ* (larger *c*) than the substrate peak is evident. The wider range 2*θ* − *ω* scan in [Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} indicates diffraction peaks up to the substrate\'s (004) peak for the PTFO-100 sample. While the (002) film peaks are at lower 2*θ* than the LAO peak, those for (001) straddle the substrate peak (23.5°) with one of the four at a higher angle. The data resemble the diffraction pattern of a superlattice owing to their regular spacing in 2*θ*.

Conventional TEM and ADF-STEM images (see Methods) of the atomic structure of the PTFO-100 film are reported in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Bright and dark wave-like patterns can be seen in the low-magnification image of [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, with a periodicity in the growth direction of about 4 nm. The ADF image, showing the Pb columns most clearly (Ti atomic columns give weaker contrast), demonstrates that the "waves" consist of areas that appear perovskite-like (labelled 1 and 1′) and others that appear rock-salt-like (areas 2). The A- and B- cation site positions can be seen to reverse on opposite sides of the rock-salt-like layers: rather than lying on the solid white vertical lines in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, which run through the perovskite A-sites in area 1, the Pb atoms in areas 1′ are instead found on the dashed lines (B-sites of area 1). EELS spectra taken in areas 1, 2 and 1′ showed no difference in Fe or Ti composition ([Supplementary Fig. S.1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), implying that the different regions have similar stoichiometry. Further, TEM-EDX maps over regions up to 75 nm wide showed no variation in composition across each film ([Supplementary Fig. S.2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The structure can be understood as consisting of a RP phase with in the \[001\] growth direction, as pictured schematically in [Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The left-hand panel pictures the (010) plane, corresponding to the plane of the TEM specimen, while the right-hand panel depicts the (100) plane. Two RP unit cells (dimensions *a*,*a*,*C*) are shaded in blue and red, where red atoms have been shifted by *C*/2 in the \[001\] direction (with respect to the blue atoms) by an antiphase boundary. Projecting the right-hand panel along the \[010\] direction results in the left-hand panel, which contains rock-salt-like regions (areas 2), as observed in TEM, with Pb ions on the A and B sites. The wave-like structures in [Fig. 2a and b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} may result from either (a) a sharp rock-salt-like planar fault, lying on a plane inclined to the electron beam or (b) a diffuse fault with an extended rock-salt structure. Since TEM images are a projection of the three-dimensional structure it is hard to distinguish between these two possibilities.

Angle-dependent X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on the PTFO films identified two contributions to the Pb 4*f* peaks, as reported in [Supplementary Fig. S.3a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Component peaks of a surface lead oxide, with enhanced contributions at a shallower take-off-angle, are present at 0.6--0.7 eV higher binding energy than the principal peaks from the perovskite-like PTFO film. As lead is volatile, lead oxide-rich surface regions can form spontaneously during PLD growth[@b27]. The observed binding energy is consistent with Pb~3~O~4~. Detailed fits to the XPS Fe 2p~3/2~, 2p~1/2~ and 'shake-up\' satellite spectra were consistent with Fe^3+^ ions ([Supplementary Fig. S.3b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The A:B:O ratio from XPS was (1.2 ± 0.3):1:(2.4 ± 0.3) relative to the B-site composition, after the contribution from the surface lead oxide was discluded. This is consistent with an oxygen-deficient RP phase in the limit of large *n*, when the RP phase tends to the ABO~3~ perovskite structure. Local EDX spectra yielded the composition Pb~1.75±0.18~Ti~0.53±0.05~Fe~0.5~O~3.44±0.34~ relative to Fe. The relative excess of Pb and O in the EDX composition may arise from lead oxide surface layers, which (unlike the XPS analysis) could not be resolved separately by EDX, and which may form during TEM specimen preparation. The Ti/Fe ratio determined from EDX was 1.06 ± 0.1, consistent with the 1:1 stoichiometry of the target. Considering ionic oxidation states only (Pb^2+^, Ti^4+^, Fe^3+^, O^2−^), charge balance requires that *δ* = 2 when *n* = 8 for Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~. An oxygen deficiency can be readily accomodated in oxide thin films by planar defects such as non-conservative boundaries[@b9][@b10].

Returning to the XRD results, the position of each film\'s diffraction peaks can be assigned to the Bragg and superstructure peaks as follows. The \* symbols in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} denote the calculated Bragg angles for the PTFO-100 film assuming the perovskite cell has *c* = 4.437 Å. The adjacent satellite peaks are at angles consistent with a superlattice period Λ = 35.8 Å as determined using[@b28]: where *λ* = 1.540598 Å is the X-ray wavelength and *θ~m~* and *θ~n~* are the angular positions of adjacent satellite peaks, with orders *m* and *n*[@b29]. [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} lists *c* and Λ for the PTFO films assuming that *m* − *n* = 1. This results in , which is half the unit cell dimension *C* of the RP phase observed in TEM. The dashed line in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} is a model calculation of the X-ray diffraction pattern of an RP phase on LAO (including Pb and La atoms only), assuming that *n* = 8, *c* = 4.43 Å and that the stacking fault had *d* = 0.12 Å. The model does not include disorder (such as variations in *c* or *n*), and hence has narrower diffraction peaks than observed experimentally. [Figure 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} is a symmetric 2*θ* − *ω* scan for the PTFO-100 film around (003) at *ϕ* = 0, while panels e and f are reciprocal space maps around the (103) and (113) LAO substrate peaks respectively (indicated by the dashed lines). The RSMs show that the film\'s *a* = 3.90 Å lattice constant is slightly larger than that of the LAO substrate (*a* = 3.789 Å), and that there is negligible polycrystalline texture.

The ADF-STEM image of [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} indicates that areas of the perovskite-like layers 1 and 1′ have a reduced tetragonal distortion *c*/*a*. This changes the atomic density in these layers, creating a periodic modulation in the refractive index that can be seen in shallow-angle X-ray reflectivity scans \[solid line in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. The experimental data for the PTFO-100 sample exhibits a weak peak at 2*θ* = 2.45° indicative of a superlattice with period Λ = 37.6 Å (dashed line shows model, see Methods), consistent with the superlattice period calculated directly from the diffraction peaks ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). Also evident in [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} are tilts of the local perovskite cell, which may result in the wave-like structure of [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}.

Linear and non-linear optics in the visible-UV
----------------------------------------------

The UV-visible absorption coefficient *α* at normal incidence and room temperature (see Methods) is reported in [Figure 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The absorption coefficient varies with the film thickness, and an increase in the absorption edge (\~2.5 eV) is evident with reduced film thickness. The shift is most pronounced for the PTFO-100 film, and coincides with the increased tetragonal distortion for thinner films \[[Fig. 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}\]. In the region below the band gap, before the film begins to absorb strongly, the reported absorption coefficient exhibits oscillations that are artefacts caused by thin film interference.

The real and the imaginary part of the dielectric function () for PTFO-100, -200 and -300 extracted from ellipsometry measurements are shown in [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The imaginary part was calculated using the Tauc-Lorentz model[@b30], which has previously been applied to amorphous semiconductors[@b30] and to the multiferroic BiFeO~3~[@b31]. The Tauc-Lorentz model accounts for a finite density of states below the bandgap, making it sensitive to the trap levels that play an important role in the bulk photovoltaic effect in ferroelectrics[@b8][@b32][@b33].

Two Tauc-Lorentz oscillators with a common energy gap *E~g~* were used for each film. The determined film thicknesses were in good agreement with their nominal values, as summarised in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}, which also gives the parameters for the Tauc-Lorentz oscillators. Oscillators are represented graphically in [Figure 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} by the shaded curves. As the film thickness is increased the central energy of the individual oscillators is blue-shifted. The dashed data in [Figure 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} is the absorption coefficient as determined from ellipsometry. Note that no oscillatory artefact in the absorption is present below the band gap in the ellipsometry results (unlike *α* from UV-visible spectroscopy) because thin film interference is taken into consideration. Clear differences between the UV-visible transmission results (obtained at normal incidence) and the ellipsometry findings (at large angles) above the absorption edge may arise from the film\'s optical anisotropy in the growth (*z*) direction. A tetragonal phase will have a dielectric tensor with , and this was not taken into account in the analysis of the ellipsometry data.

The second harmonic generation (SHG) intensity *I~p~*~,*s*~(*ϕ*) was obtained as a function of the polarisation angle *ϕ* of the incident 800 nm pump pulse (Methods), for *p*-polarised and *s*-polarised detection, as reported in [Figs. 3(c)--(e)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} for the PTFO-100, -200 and -300 films. The clear SHG signal may arise from either (a) a non-centrosymmetric crystal structure at room temperature for the films, or (b) an interfacial contribution due to the break in translational symmetry (surface SHG). The peak SHG intensity *I~p~*(*ϕ*) was found to be in the ratio 1.0:8.0:0.7 for the PTFO-100, -200 and -300 films. The strong increase in SHG intensity between the PTFO-100 and PTFO-200 film indicates that any contribution from surface SHG is negligible in comparison to the SHG signal from the polar film, as a surface SHG contribution should not vary with film thickness. The observed intensity ratio can be qualitatively understood with reference to [Fig. 3(f)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The second harmonic (blue dashed lines) is generated throughout the film by the fundamental (red dashed lines) as the absorption coefficient at 800 nm is negligible. While the SHG intensity should increase with the length squared for a transparent medium, absorption in the films at 3.1 eV (400 nm) means that not all of the generated SHG is detected. Rather, the detected second harmonic comes from the region close to the film/air interface and for beams propagating in the correct direction, labelled the "detection volume" in [Fig. 3(f)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The depth of the detection volume can therefore be limited to the absorption depth, which is 1/*α* = 200 nm, 111 nm and 91 nm for the PTFO-100, -200 and -300 films \[from [Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\]. Thus, for the PTFO-100 film the SHG signal can come from the whole film thickness, while for the PTFO-300 film only the top 91 nm contributes. Since the thickest film exhibits smaller tetragonality *c*/*a* and strain relaxation in the detection volume (as evidenced by the XRD results), the SHG intensity is therefore reduced for PTFO-300.

The SHG *ϕ*-plots can be qualitatively understood as follows. Since the sample is rotated around the vertical axis by *θ* = 45° there is a maximum component of the electric field of the incident beam along the *c*-axis (spontaneous polarisation direction) for a *p*-polarised fundamental, leading to maxima in the SHG intensity at *ϕ* = 0 and *ϕ* = 180°, and a double-lobed shape. Quantitatively, for a tetragonal phase with point group 4 mm, the *ϕ*-dependence of the detected SHG intensity is *I~p~*(*ϕ*) = (*A* cos^2^ *ϕ* + *B* sin^2^ *ϕ*)^2^ and *I~s~*(*ϕ*) = *C* sin^2^ 2*ϕ*, where the constants *A*, *B* and *C* are linked to the SHG coefficients *d*~31~ and *d*~15~, as described by Kumar *et al.*[@b34] for tetragonal-phase BiFeO~3~. The black dashed lines in [Figs. 3(c)--(d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} show such fits, which are in good agreement with experiment for the two thinner films. For the PTFO-300 *I~p~*~,*s*~(*ϕ*) varied somewhat between different spots on the sample \[solid and dashed lines in [Fig. 3(e)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\], and the maximum intensity was away from *p*-polarised incident light for *p*-polarised detection. The distortion of the crystal structure due to strain relaxation near the surface (in the detection volume), such that the spontaneous polarisation is no longer along \[001\], may explain shape of the *I~p~*~,*s*~(*ϕ*) for the PTFO-300 film. Similar results were obtained on polydomain 4 mm (Ba,Sr)TiO~3~ films with a deviation in ferroelectric polarisation from the *c*-axis[@b35]. Alternatively, anisotropy of the dielectric function at the second harmonic\'s wavelength may modify the polarisation state detected experimentally from the predicted pattern.

Ultrafast optical response
--------------------------

Photoinduced changes in reflectivity Δ*R* result from a modified refractive index Δ*n* (at the probe wavelength) caused by changes in the occupancy of electronic states. Time-resolved reflectivity thus permits electronic generation and relaxation processes to be examined. Further, coherent oscillations in Δ*R* can result from magnons in multiferroics[@b36][@b37]. The observed transients for the PTFO films ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) comprise an electronic component with a sharp rise and a non-exponential decay for both films. This electronic component is described in more detail in the Discussion.

After numerical removal of the electonic contribution to Δ*R* a distinct oscillatory component superimposed on the reflectivity transient is observed for PTFO-300, as reported in [Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, at a frequency of around 75 GHz \[[Fig. 4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. The different curves (i)--(iii) correspond to different locations on the sample. While Δ*R* appeared as in curve (ii) in the majority of positions, in a smaller number of cases either no oscillations \[curve (i)\] or oscillations with a 180° phase shift \[curve (iii)\] were observed. Acoustic phonons can contribute to Δ*R* for oxide thin films[@b37]. The oscillation frequency depends upon the acoustic phonon velocity, and thus changes when the acoustic pulse propagates from the film to the substrate. Acoustic phonons in the substrate may create the peaks at low frequency (and from long time delays) in [Fig. 4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. However, the high frequency (75 GHz) feature cannot result from the acoustic phonon mechanism, as the oscillation is present at all time delays. In a previous study of magnons in BiFeO~3~ thin films a mode at a comparable frequency was found to disappear above the Néel temperature[@b37]. Both the PTFO films reported here and the BiFeO~3~ films previously studied[@b37] had LaAlO~3~ substrates, and therefore have comparable in-plane lattice constants and Fe-Fe distances (assuming that there are regions of the PTFO samples with Fe ions in adjacent cells). It is thus plausible that the oscillation here is also a magnon. To confirm this, demonstrating that it disappears above the Néel temperature is desirable and will be the subject of further study. The occasional absence of the magnon and the 180° phase shift could be attributed to ferromagnetic domains or sample inhomogeneity.

IR active phonons
-----------------

Terahertz time domain spectroscopy[@b38][@b39] was used to examine the dielectric function in the range 1--13 meV. The spectral transmission is reported in [Fig. 5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, and is flat and featureless for the PTFO-100 and PTFO-200 samples in the range below 10 meV. Above 10 meV all samples exhibit a sharp rise in transmission, an artifact which arises from the LaAlO~3~ substrate, which acts as a half wave plate at these frequencies[@b40]. The response for the PTFO-300 film displays a prominent reduction in transmission around 9 meV in [Fig. 5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. The dashed line indicates the transmission calculated for a thin film of PTFO on LaAlO~3~, assuming that the dielectric function of the film includes a phonon at 9.1 meV (2.2 THz) as described by [Equation 2](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"} (Methods) with linewidth Γ = 3.3 meV, and . Here, was chosen to match from the FTIR results.

FTIR reflectivity spectra are presented in [Figure 5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} (solid lines). The substrate data (black line) displays three Rehstrahlen bands. For the PTFO films the reflectivity lowers substantially in the areas marked by the arrows, and this reduction is more pronounced as the film thickness increases. This is a consequence of phonon modes in the film within the Rehstrahlen bands of the substrate. Reflectivity spectra were modelled (Methods) using two Drude-Lorentz oscillators for the films (parameters given in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}), and a 6-phonon model for the LaAlO~3~ substrate (similar to results reported elsewhere)[@b41][@b42], producing the dashed lines. Oscillators in the PTFO films at 29.5 meV and 64.7 meV (see [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}) are needed to create a good fit to experiment. There is little shift in the mode frequencies with thickness.

Raman active phonons
--------------------

Raw Raman spectra for the PTFO samples and a (001)-oriented LaAlO~3~ reference sample obtained under 442 nm (2.81 eV) excitation are presented in [Fig. 6(a)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. As the films are not strongly absorbing at this wavelength, there is a strong component from the LaAlO~3~ substrate (black line). In contrast, using 325 nm (3.82 eV) excitation, where the film absorbs strongly, yields a dominant Raman signal from the PTFO films \[coloured lines in [Figure 6(b)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\], but over a more limited spectral range (see Methods). For the data obtained at 442 nm the subtraction of the substrate\'s contribution[@b43] permits the Raman spectra of the PTFO films to be seen \[coloured lines in [Figure 6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\]. The narrow gaps correspond to the sharp Raman active modes of the substrate, at 15.3 meV, 18.9 meV, 25.4 meV, 57.5 meV and 60.3 meV, corresponding well to previous reports[@b44][@b45].

The Raman modes of the films are broader than those previously seen for bulk PTFO (with *x* = 0.05 and *x* = 0.1)[@b22], which are reproduced by the solid thin black lines in [Fig. 6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"} along with their mode assignments. Further, the Raman active modes of Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ are shifted in energy in comparison to those at lower *x*[@b22]. The large changes in *c* evidenced by TEM will also alter the phonon eigenfrequencies, and this disorder will broaden the Raman resonances. As *a* does not vary substantially, eigenmodes that are IR-active in the plane may not be broadened as significantly. The PTFO-200 data was modelled by a series of Lorentzians (black dashed lines in panels b and c), where the arrows in [Fig. 6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"} indicate the position and strength of the individual oscillators for the fits to the substrate-subtracted 442 nm data. For the fit in [Fig. 6(b)](#f6){ref-type="fig"} \[325 nm excitation, PTFO-200 film\] only two Lorentzians were used, to better highlight the peaks at 65 meV and 97 meV.

Importantly, for ferroelectric media without an inversion centre vibrational modes can be both Raman and infrared active, as for PbTiO~3~[@b46]. For the two IR-active modes observed for Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ at 29.5 meV and 64.7 meV in the FTIR results there are corresponding Raman active modes at 29 and 65 meV visible in the 442 nm Raman data \[[Figure 6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\], and at 65 meV in the 325 nm Raman data \[[Figure 6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\]. This discludes a centrosymmetric crystal structure for the Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ films, as in a material possessing a center of symmetry no mode can be both infrared and Raman active by the rule of mutual exclusion.

Discussion
==========

Below, we contrast our results for the Ruddlesden-Popper phase Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ with literature reports for perovskite phase PTFO and the model multiferroic BFO.

For PTFO powder samples a single perovskite phase is retained only for Fe fractions *x* ≤ 0.3, while *x* \> 0.3 exhibits secondary phases visible as additional XRD peaks, and consisting mainly of PbFe~12~O~19~[@b18]. Here, the extra peaks visible in the XRD *ω* − 2*θ* scans arise from the RP superstructure, and no evidence of such secondary phases was observed via XRD or TEM.

To examine whether epitaxial strain or the oxygen-rich growth conditions are responsible for the formation of the RP phase it is desirable to examine films grown on different substrates. The deposition rate and substrate temperature can have a strong influence on the superlattice period, as reported for RP phases of barium stannate[@b47]. Crystallographic shear planes that lower oxygen content exhibit wave-like features and kinks in Pb~2~Sr~2~Bi~2~Fe~6~O~16~ crystals[@b10], while 2D and 3D RP stacking faults have been witnessed in LaNiO~3~/LaAlO~3~ superlattices[@b48] and Sr*~n~*~+1~Ti*~n~*O~3*n*+1~ ferroelectric films[@b12].

In-plane and out-of-plane magnetisation measurements using a SQUID magnetometer (Methods) on the PTFO-300 film showed no evidence of ferromagnetic order for temperatures from 5 K to 300 K. Diamagnetic contributions from the LAO substrate and the sample holder were seen, as reported in [Supplementary Fig. S.4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. At low temperatures an increased magnetisation consistent with paramagnetic rare-earth impurity ions in the LAO substrate was observed. The lack of macroscopic ferromagnetic order contrasts with bulk PTFO and thin-films on alternative substrates, and may be a consequence of the spontaneous RP phase of these films. Alternatively, the disorder introduced by the variations in *c* and unit cell tilt throughout the film may disrupt magnetic order, as the strength of the superexchange interaction depends sensitively on Fe-O-Fe bond angles.

The direct optical absorption edge of the Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ films, at about 2.5 eV, is comparable to that of rhombohedral BFO (2.7 eV) and below that of tetragonal BFO (3.1 eV)[@b31]. The onset of absorption, parameterised by the Tauc bandgap *E~g~*, is lower for Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ (\<2 eV) than BFO (2.14 eV and 2.30 eV for rhombohedral and tetragonal phase films)[@b31]. A detailed comparison between the UV-visible and ellipsometry results on Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ reveals that there is a redshift in the absorption edge from UV-visible transmission for increasing film thickness (lower *c*), while the individual oscillator energies from ellipsometry blue shift. This can be understood as a consequence of the changes to oscillator widths Γ and amplitudes *A*: a slight increase in oscillator energies is swamped by a marked increase in Γ and *A* of the lowest mode. The increase in Γ could occur due to a larger variation in *c* throughout the thicker films.

Similar ultrafast reflectivity transients (with a rapid rise and a non-exponential decay) have been reported in recent studies of bulk BFO[@b49][@b50] and thin films grown on a variety of substrates[@b37][@b51][@b52]. The rapid rise in reflectivity after excitation is attributed to the transfer of electrons between states. In BFO this is O~2*p*~ → Fe~3*d*~[@b53]; similar transitions to Fe~3*d*~ or Ti~3*d*~ are expected here. The electronic response for the PTFO-200 film is reduced in comparison to that of the PTFO-300 sample because of its reduced absorption at the pump energy \[[Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\].

The subsequent electronic decay can be approximated by the sum of two exponentials, , with lifetimes *τ*~1~ = 113 ps and *τ*~1~ = 78 ps for PTFO-200 and -300 respectively, and *τ*~0~ \> 1 ns. However, such a biexponential model would signify that two independent photoexcited electron populations contribute to Δ*R*. As an alternative, a more physical model that includes carrier cooling between two levels[@b54] was also found to describe the electronic behavior well. In this approach electrons are photoexcited with density *N*~1~ into an upper level 1, and relax with rate *N*~1~/*τ*~1~ (corresponding to the cooling rate of hot electrons) to lower level 0, as illustrated in the schematic in [Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. This approach gave *τ*~1~ = 89 ps and *τ*~0~ = 2150 ps for PTFO-200, and *τ*~1~ = 63 ps, *τ*~0~ = 1350 ps for PTFO-300. The greater lifetime of the fast component for PTFO-200 can be explained by the closer proximity of the pump energy to the band edge, where cooling rates are lower. The *τ*~0~ \> 1 ns lifetime for photocarrier recombination makes Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ potentially useful in optoelectronic applications that require slow population decay, such as ferroelectric photovoltaics.

Large dielectric constants (reported here in the THz range) are often observed in ferroelectrics[@b55] and incipient ferroelectrics. The extra mode seen in THz-TDS for PTFO-300 is not visible for the 100 nm or 200 nm samples. This may be a consequence of the experimental sensitivity, as thinner films produce smaller transmission changes, or be a feature of Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ films above a certain thickness.

Methods
=======

PLD
---

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) was used to deposit films onto (001)-oriented LaAlO~3~ substrates. Target compositions were PbTi~1−*x*~Fe*~x~*O~3~ with *x* = 0.5. A laser fluence and frequency of 2 J/cm^2^ and 10 Hz, an oxygen pressure of 0.5 mbar, a substrate temperature of 625°C, and a substrate-target distance of 5 cm were employed. The deposition time was varied to get films with different thickness.

TEM
---

Aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed using an ARM200F system equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) capabilities.

XPS
---

An Omicron XM1000 monochromated Al K*~α~* x-ray source was used to illuminate the sample, with photoelectrons collected in an Omicron SPHERA analyser using an estimated sampling radius of 1.1 mm. Due to the insulating nature of the samples, an Omicron CN10 charge neutraliser was used to prevent surface charging. All binding energies were referenced to the C 1s peak from atmospheric contamination at 284.6 eV. All data were analysed using the CasaXPS package, with compositional analysis facilitated via determination of the analyser transmission function, calculated using polycrystalline Ag, Au and Cu foils.

XRD
---

A four-circle x-ray diffractometer (PANalytical Xpert Pro MRD) with a Cu source and a 4-bounce hybrid monochromator was used to give pure K-*α*~1~ radiation (*λ* = 1.540598 Å). A Pixcel detector was used in scanning mode to collect the 2*θ* − *ω* diffraction scans. The reciprocal space maps were also collected in scanning mode as a collection of 2*θ* − *ω* scans, which were then converted into reciprocal space. Shallow-angle reflectivity data were modelled by the Genx software[@b56] assuming the sample comprised a superlattice with two layers, one 2.2 nm layer (with *c* = 4.68 Å), and another 1.56 nm layer (*c* = 3.91 Å), with superlattice period 3.76 nm. The density in each bilayer was set by *c*.

SQUID
-----

The in-plane and out-of-plane magnetisation was measured with a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS-5S) from 5 K to 300 K in a magnetic field of up to *B* = 5 T.

UV-visible transmission & ellipsometry
--------------------------------------

Room temperature transmittance spectra *T* were taken in the range 1--5 eV a using Perkin-Elmer LAMBDA 1050 UV/Vis/NIR Spectrophotometer at normal incidence. The absorption coefficient, *α* = −ln(*T*/*d*), was determined, where *d* is the film thickness from ellipsometry (see [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). Ellipsometry spectra (Δ, Ψ) for 3 angles of incidence (*θ* = 60°, 65° and 70°) were taken taken in the range 1--5.5 eV using a Horiba Scientific UVISEL Ellipsometer. The experimental spectra in Δ and Ψ were then fitted using a Tauc-Lorentz oscillator model[@b30] to extract the dielectric function, . The Tauc-Lorentz model is made up of oscillators that share a common Tauc gap, *E~g~*. The real part of the dielectric function, was calculated from the imaginary part, using the Kramers-Kronig relations.

SHG and pump-probe reflectivity
-------------------------------

A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser oscillator (4 MHz, 650 nJ, 50 fs) provided the fundamental beam (800 nm or 1.55 eV) for SHG and time-resolved reflectivity. For SHG, a PMT placed after an analyser and short pass filters was used to detect the second harmonic. Samples were at *θ* = 45° from the normal, and with the incident beam polarised at angle *ϕ* (*ϕ* = 0 corresponding to p-polarisation). For the pump-probe reflectivity experiments the fundamental was doubled in frequency to 400 nm (3.1 eV) to photoexcite the multiferroic films at a fluence of 60 *μ*Jcm^−2^. The transient optical reflectivity subsequent to excitation was detected using a time-delayed fraction of fundamental beam, which was incident on the sample at close to normal incidence. The absorption depth of the samples for the pump and probe are 65--355 nm at *λ* = 400 nm and greater than 1.5 *μ*m at *λ* = 800 nm.

Infrared and THz dielectric function
------------------------------------

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy[@b38][@b39] was used to examine the dielectric function in the range 1--13 meV, from amplitude and phase resolved transmission measurements. The THz pulse was generated by a 800 nm, 20 fs pulse from a Ti:sapphire laser focused onto a GaAs photoconductive switch and detected by electro-optic sampling. The spectral transmission was calculated from the FFT of the time-domain data, using blank LaAlO~3~ as the reference. Data were averaged over four possible orientations of the PTFO samples and a blank substrate (VV, VH, HV, HH, where H/V represent horizontal or vertical orientation of the sample and substrate respectively). This removes the influence of substrate anisotropy[@b40].

FTIR reflectivity spectra were taken using a Bruker Vertex 70v spectrometer at an angle of incidence of 11°. A globar light source was used, along with a KBr beamsplitter/DLaTGS detector for the mid-IR range (50--1000 meV), and a Si beamsplitter/DTGS detector for the far-IR range (15--48 meV). The RefFit software (<http://optics.unige.ch/alexey/reffit.html>) was used to model the reflectivity of thin film PTFO on LaAlO~3~. The Drude-Lorentz dielectric function was used, with the form: where for each mode *i*.

Raman spectroscopy
------------------

Raman spectra were taken using a Renishaw inVia Reflex Raman microscope with an excitation wavelength of 442 nm (2.81 eV) and focused with a 20× objective. UV-Raman spectra were taken under excitation at 325 nm (3.82 eV) and with a 40× objective. The Raman filters used for the 442 nm and 325 nm lasers cut out all signal below 10 meV and 52 meV, respectively, limiting the spectral range at low energies.
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![X-ray characterisation of Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ films: (a) 2*θ* scans around the LaAlO~3~ substrate\'s (002) peak for PTFO-100, -200 and -300 films (solid lines). The asterisk marks the PTFO\'s Bragg peak corresponding to . The dashed line is the model described in the text. (b) Wide angle 2*θ* scan for PTFO-100. (c) Shallow angle x-ray reflectivity for PTFO-100 from experiment (solid line) and simulation (dashed line). (d) A symmetric 2*θ* − *ω* scan for PTFO-100 around the (003) substrate peak, at *ϕ* = 0. (e), (f) Reciprocal space maps for PTFO-100 around the (103) and (113) LaAlO~3~ substrate peaks (indicated by the dashed lines), respectively. *q~x~*, *q*~~∥~~ and *q~z~* denote the scattering wavevectors in the \[100\], \[110\] and \[001\] directions of the substrate.](srep07719-f1){#f1}

![Transmission electron microscopy of 100 nm PTFO film.\
(a) Conventional TEM showing 'wave\' patterns. (b) ADF-STEM image showing that 'waves\' consist of a perovskite-like areas (labelled 1 and 1′, blue and red squares) and a rock-salt-like areas (labelled 2, yellow squares). Cyan lines mark the boundaries between these regions. The vertical white solid lines run through the perovskite A site in area 1, becoming the B site in area 1′. The horizontal white dashed lines show atomic planes separated by a stacking fault with . (c) ADF-STEM image showing a change in *c*, present in region 1 and 1′. (d) Schematic of structure in (010) plane (left, corresponding to plane of TEM image) and (100) plane (right). A Ruddlesden-Popper unit cell for *n* = 8 is shaded in blue, while another, offset by an antiphase boundary (see text), is shaded in red. Projection of the right-hand cartoon along \[010\] yields the left-hand schematic, creating areas where Pb ions appear to be on both the A and B sites.](srep07719-f2){#f2}

![Linear and non-linear optics of PTFO films: (a) UV-visible absorption coefficient *α* from transmission at normal incidence (solid lines), and from ellipsometry at various angles of incidence (dashed lines). Vertical lines indicate pump and probe energies used for ultrafast Pump-Probe (PP) spectroscopy and pump energy for Raman. (b) Real (, solid lines) and imaginary (, dashed) parts of complex dielectric function in the UV-visible range, as determined from ellipsometry. Shaded areas show the contribution of each mode to . (c), (d) and (e) show the SHG radiation patterns for PTFO-100, -200 and -300 respectively, as a function of sample azimuthal angle *ϕ* (*ϕ* = 0 corresponding to p-polarised input) for *θ* = 45°. Data are shown for *p*-polarised ("*p*-out") and *s*-polarised ("*s*-out") detection. In (c) and (d) the dashed black lines show the SHG intensities expected for a tetragonal phase from the model described in the text. (f) SHG (blue) can only be detected from the "detection volumes" (blue shaded areas) defined by the film\'s finite absorption depth at the second harmonic.](srep07719-f3){#f3}

![Pump probe spectroscopy of PbTiFeO~3~ films: (a) Raw pump probe for PTFO-300 (blue) and PTFO-200 (green). (b) Extracted oscillation for PTFO-300 with (i) no oscillation, (ii) oscillation and (iii) 180° phase shifted oscillation. (c) FFT of oscillation in b(ii). (d) Schematic diagram of carrier density model.](srep07719-f4){#f4}

![Infrared active vibrational modes in Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ films: (a) Amplitude transmission \|*T*\| in the far-infrared (from THz-TDS, see Methods) relative to that through a bare LAO substrate. (b) Power reflectivity from FTIR spectroscopy (solid lines). Models (dashed lines) are described in the text.](srep07719-f5){#f5}

![Raman spectra of PTFO films and LAO substrate: (a) Raman intensity *I* under 442 nm excitation. (b) *I* for 325 nm excitation. The dashed black line indicates a two-Lorentzian fit to the PTFO-200 spectra. (c) Raman intensity under 442 nm excitation after subtracting the substrate\'s contribution. The dashed black line is the model for PTFO-200 as described in the text and [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}, where black arrows indicate individual oscillators. The lengths of the arrows represent the oscillator strengths, while the widths of the arrow heads denote the widths Γ. The thin back lines (bottom) are the data of Sun *et al.*[@b22] for *x* = 0 and *x* = 0.1.](srep07719-f6){#f6}

###### Summary of crystal structure of Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ thin films from XRD

  XRD            a (Å)          c (Å)         Λ (Å)
  ---------- ------------- --------------- ------------
  PTFO-100    3.90 ± 0.02   4.437 ± 0.009   35.8 ± 1.4
  PTFO-200    3.90 ± 0.02   4.425 ± 0.005   36.1 ± 0.8
  PTFO-300    3.90 ± 0.02   4.414 ± 0.005   35.6 ± 0.8

###### Optical properties of Pb*~n~*~+1~(Ti~0.5~Fe~0.5~)*~n~*O~3*n*+1−*δ*~ thin films, from UV-visible ellipsometry (top), and FTIR spectroscopy/THz-TDS (bottom)

  Ellipsometry                     Oscillators                                   
  ---------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ------ ------ -----
  PTFO-100              3.14           2.82           0.31       3.07   0.95   107
                        4.42          22.76           1.85                       
  PTFO-200              3.51           6.65           0.88       3.3    1.97   225
                        4.55          16.00           1.63                       
  PTFO-300              3.58          39.12           1.64       3.3    1.97   326
                        4.72          16.73           1.45                       
  FTIR & THz-TDS                   Oscillators                                   
                    *E~i~* (meV)   *A~i~* (meV)   Γ*~i~* (meV)                   
  PTFO-100             29.25          108.89          8.19       4.62            
                       64.83          63.70           6.81                       
                                                                                 
  PTFO-200             29.75          102.38          7.57       4.98            
                       64.64          60.70           6.91                       
                                                                                 
  PTFO-300              9.1            33.2           3.3        5.22            
                       29.63          101.83          7.89                       
                       64.58          58.29           6.56                       
